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Abstract

Reproducibility is at the heart of science. Nevertheless, with the advent of computer-based data processing
and analysis, most spectroscopists have a hard time fully reproducing a �gure from last year's publication
starting from the raw data. Unfortunately, this renders their work eventually unscienti�c. To change this,
we need to develop analysis tools that relieve their users from having to trace each processing and analysis
step. Furthermore, these tools need to be modular, extendible, and easy to use in order to get used.
To this end, we present here the open-source Python package cwepr based on the ASpecD framework for
reproducible analysis of spectroscopic data. This package follows best practices of both, science and software
development. Key features include an automatically generated gap-less record of each individual processing
and analysis step from the raw data to the �nal published �gure. Additionally, it provides a powerful user
interface requiring no programming skills of the user. Due to its code quality, modularity, and extensive
documentation, it can be easily extended and is actively developed by spectroscopists working in the �eld.
We expect this approach to have a high impact in the �eld and to help �ghting the looming reproducibility
crisis in spectroscopy.
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1. Introduction

Why does reproducibility matter, and what are
its prerequisites? Why is cw-EPR spectroscopy still
relevant, despite pulsed EPR methods being rou-
tinely available? Why yet another software pack-5

age for analysing cw-EPR data, and what makes
this one di�erent? We will brie�y address these
three questions before presenting the cwepr Python
package for analysing cw-EPR data focussing on re-
producibility and simple usage.10

Reproducibility. Reproducibility of scienti�c results
is not only fundamental to science [1, 2, 3], but
as well to the fact-based further development and
survival of mankind [4]. Problems with the lack of
reproducibility have long been known [5, 6, 7, 8, 9,15
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10, 11, 12, 13, 14], not only in context of software-
based data analysis [15, 16, 17, 18]. However, only
recently general guidelines and rules, namely the
FAIR principles [19], have been developed and are
now increasingly being supported [20] and enforced20

[21] by funding bodies.

The prerequisites for reproducible research start
with obtaining all relevant metadata during data
acquisition. Next is a gap-less record of each data
processing step from the raw data to the �nal pub-25

lication. And �nally, data need to be present in for-
mats applicable to long-term storage. As an over-
arching principle, as many aspects as possible need
to be automated. Only this ensures all relevant in-
formation to be recorded and allows us to focus on30

the intellectual rather than routine tasks of science
[22, 23]. Fig. 1 provides an overview of the work�ow
of reproducible data analysis.

cw-EPR spectroscopy. With the advent of pulsed
EPR methods, cw-EPR spectroscopy is sometimes35
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Figure 1: Data collection and analysis pipeline focussing on
reproducibility. Data acquisition (left) is followed by data
processing and analysis using the cwepr package (centre) and
results in graphical representations, reports, and a gap-less
history (right). Only metadata and recipe require user input.

considered to be of minor relevance. However,
for good reasons cw-EPR spectroscopy is still the
method of choice to address highly relevant ques-
tions in many areas from medicine to materials
science. Probably the most important reason is40

the generally short relaxation times of paramag-
netic species. Thus, pulsed EPR methods [24] usu-
ally require cryogenic sample temperatures, while
cw-EPR spectra can often be recorded for samples
kept at room temperature. This allows for in-vivo,45

in-situ, and high-temperature measurements rele-
vant for biological as well as materials science ap-
plications [25]. Furthermore, there are paramag-
netic species that simply escape detection by pulsed
EPR methods and that can only be detected by cw-50

EPR spectroscopy [26]. And eventually, quantita-
tive analyses of paramagnetic species are not regu-
larly possible using pulsed methods, but highly rele-
vant not only in semiconductor research [27, 28, 29].
However, cw-EPR spectroscopy can only develop its55

full potential if it is applied in a routine fashion [30].
This requires robust work�ows covering every step
from data acquisition to presenting the results of
the analysis.

Analysis software. Analysing cw-EPR data is much60

more complex as it may appear, and far too much
time is spent reinventing the wheel over and over
again. Simulating EPR spectra can be considered
solved with EasySpin [31] having become the de

facto standard. However, simulating and �tting65

EPR spectra is only one aspect of data analysis, and
it nearly always requires extensive preprocessing of
the raw data. While many programs can import
data from di�erent formats, they usually lack a uni-
�ed representation of the data and their accompa-70

nying metadata, making parameter-dependent pro-
cessing unnecessarily complicated. As an exam-
ple, the microwave frequency is abbreviated `MF',
`MWFQ', and `MwFreq' in di�erent �le formats and

stored in parameters of this name using, e.g., the75

EasySpin eprload function. Furthermore, the au-
thors know of no software solution focussing on re-
producibility and a gap-less (and replayable) record
of each data processing step that covers the entire
process from raw data to �nal publication.80

To be successful, the software needs to be freely
available, platform-independent, modular and thus
easily extendible, well-documented and easy to use.
Furthermore, it needs to be capable of dealing with
both routine and complex analysis tasks, and pro-85

viding obvious advantages over existing solutions
and the usual habit of writing individual scripts for
each analysed series of datasets. Additionally, it
should allow users without programming skills to
perform even complex tasks in a straight-forward90

manner, while making it easy for more experienced
programmers to extend the software according to
their needs.
The article is organised as follows: First, we

brie�y review the cw-EPR method focussing on95

the routine tasks necessary during parameter op-
timisation and data acquisition. Next, we give an
overview of the cwepr Python package and the con-
cepts underlying its design. Finally, we showcase
its capabilities by presenting a series of real-life ex-100

amples of analysing cw-EPR data.

2. Practical aspects of cw-EPR spectroscopy

An introduction to EPR spectroscopy is clearly
beyond the scope of the present article, and the in-
terested reader is referred to the literature for both105

general [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37] and more theoretical
[38, 39, 40] aspects. Probably the best introduction
into practical aspects of cw-EPR spectroscopy is the
book by Eaton et al. on quantitative EPR spec-
troscopy [41]. Here, we will brie�y mention those110

practical aspects of the method directly connected
to both, reproducibility as well as data processing
and analysis, that are directly relevant for using the
cwepr Python package described hereafter.
While not speci�c to cw-EPR spectroscopy, it115

is important to mention that reproducible science
does not start once the data have been acquired,
but even before. This requires implementing a
work�ow that guarantees recording of all relevant
metadata of an experiment as well. Depending on120

the hardware used, many parameters are already
recorded and saved together with the actual data.
However, important information not regularly en-
tering the di�erent vendor �le formats ranges from
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general information about the sample temperature125

(and cryostat, if any) to probehead and tube used,
not to mention the purpose of the whole measure-
ment. Writing this information by hand in a lab
notebook does not allow for accessing it automat-
ically during data analysis. Hence, a simple �le130

format designed to be easily written by humans
while retaining machine-readability together with
the habit of collecting all these pieces of relevant
information during data acquision is the �rst neces-
sary step in a long journey towards complete repro-135

ducibility. An example of such a �le format (termed
info �le) is discussed in the Supporting Information.
Aspects more speci�c for cw-EPR spectroscopy

are spectrometer calibration and parameter opti-
misation. If a setup does not get changed regularly,140

it can usually be considered properly calibrated.
However, as soon as a probehead is changed or a
cryostat inserted or removed, at least the external
magnetic �eld needs to be recalibrated or alterna-
tively a �eld standard measured directly before or145

after measuring the actual samples. For further cal-
ibration tasks such as modulation amplitude, the
reader is referred to either the hardware manufac-
turer's manuals or again the Eaton book [41].
The most important parameters that need to be150

optimised for each sample individually are mag-
netic �eld range, modulation amplitude, and mi-
crowave power. While optimising the �rst two is
usually straight-forward using visual inspection of
the recorded spectra, �nding the optimal microwave155

power level without even slightly saturating the sig-
nal is already more involved. While some vendor-
speci�c software comes equipped with analysis rou-
tines for this purpose, it is otherwise a �rst exam-
ple how a robust and easy-to-use software package160

comes in quite handy.
Once the parameters have been optimised and

the cw-EPR spectra obtained for the sample, to-
gether with the relevant metadata, data process-
ing and analysis can begin. As a bare minimum,165

this normally consists of a (polynomial) baseline
correction and a frequency correction to the same
microwave frequency as prerequisite for meaning-
ful comparison between di�erent recorded spectra.
A magnetic �eld correction is necessary in case of170

the spectrometer not being calibrated with respect
to its external magnetic �eld. In its simplest form,
a constant magnetic �eld o�set is extracted from
the recorded EPR signal of a standard sample with
accurately known g value and narrow and isotropic175

line. Details of how to achieve these and other steps

are provided in the examples section below.
Another frequent requirement, particularly for

spectra recorded at low temperature or with weak
signals, is subtracting a background from either or180

both of probehead and sample tube used. There-
fore, recording cw-EPR data for an empty tube or
the empty probehead under as identical conditions
as possible with respect to the recordings of the ac-
tual sample should be a routine task, too. Needless185

to mention that these data should be recorded for a
slightly broader external magnetic �eld range as the
actual data, as due to the di�erent microwave fre-
quency data will be shifted after frequency correc-
tion. Due to the unavoidably di�erent microwave190

frequency of signal and background spectrum, a
common axis range needs to be extracted for both
datasets and the data interpolated to a common
grid. No rocket science at all, but considerably
more involved than a simple subtraction of two vec-195

tors, and a recurring task that should be solved once
and forever in code in a package for data analysis
and nothing to think about.
Other straight-forward tasks in the analysis of

cw-EPR data are normalisation (to maximum, min-200

imum, amplitude, or area), peak �nding, extracting
peak-to-peak distances, integrating, averaging, and
�ltering. Converting the magnetic �eld axis to a g
axis or adding a g axis as a second axis, though less
frequent, is similarly simple. Regarding �ltering,205

i.e. smoothing, a word of caution shall be added:
While data shall never be smoothed to look more
pleasing to the eye, �ltering can be an important
prerequisite for both, extracting basic characteris-
tics such as peak positions, as well as dramatically210

enhancing the quality of �tting spectral simulations
to data. Therefore, it is imperative to provide a
full record of each individual data processing and
analysis step including the full set of explicit and
implicit parameters used, to allow others to inde-215

pendently reproduce, understand, and judge both,
the analysis as well as the quality and reliability of
the arguments based on its results.
Power saturation analysis, i.e. the procedure

usually employed to optimise the microwave power220

of an experiment, as well as quantiative EPR spec-
troscopy (here understood as extracting relative or
absolute concentrations of paramagnetic centres in
a sample) can be regarded as more complex tasks
involving a series of di�erent processing and analy-225

sis steps. Here, easily obtaining graphical represen-
tations of the data after each individual step is even
more important to be able to judge the quality and
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reliability of the analysis.
While usually, full analysis of cw-EPR results re-230

quires to �t spectral simulations to the experimen-
tal data to extract the spin Hamiltonian parame-
ters and getting access to the underlying physics,
�tting is an entirely di�erent topic on its own. The
cwepr Python package described here does not and235

will not have simulation and �tting capabilities it-
self, but it provides general interfaces for both, as
�tting spectral simulations can be regarded as one
special form of an analysis task. Python packages
for both, spectral simulations [42] and �tting [43],240

are currently being developed, again with a focus on
modular, open-source software designed for a max-
imum of reproducibility.
After this brief survey of processing and analysis

tasks regularly encountered when dealing with cw-245

EPR spectra, the stage is prepared to introduce the
cwepr Python package for analysing cw-EPR data
focussing on reproducibility and simple usage.

3. The cwepr Python package

The bar has been set pretty high for the cwepr250

Python package, as it should be open-source, mod-
ular, easy to use, and guarantee full reproducibility.
At the same time, it should allow to perform all the
routine processing and analysis tasks regularly en-
countered for cw-EPR spectroscopy and mentioned255

in the previous section. We are convinced that the
cwepr package can ful�l all these promises. Never-
theless, rather than persuading people to use a par-
ticular piece of software, it is much more important
to highlight the signi�cance of truly reproducible260

research and the need to develop and apply strate-
gies that turn it into a reality. Therefore, not only
the features, but the underlying ideas will be brie�y
described below, as they are much more generally
applicable.265

One of the particular strengths of the cwepr
Python package is its simple user interface. As the
package is based on the ASpecD framework [44],
it supports `recipe-driven data analysis': The user
creates a simple, structured text �le containing a270

list of datasets to load and a list of tasks to per-
form on these datasets. A �rst example of such a
recipe is provided in Listing 1. Getting served the
results of `cooking' this recipe is as simple as issuing
a single command in the terminal.275

The idea behind recipe-driven data analysis is to
reduce complexity and to allow the user to focus
on the actual science, namely data processing and

Listing 1: Example of a recipe used for recipe-driven data
analysis within the cwepr Python package. Here, a list of
datasets is followed by a list of tasks. The user needs no
programming skills, but can fully focus on the tasks to be
performed. `Cooking' this recipe is a matter of issuing a
single command on the terminal.

format:

type: ASpecD recipe

version: '0.2'

settings:

default_package: cwepr

datasets:

- /path/to/first/dataset

- /path/to/second/dataset

tasks:

- kind: processing

type: FrequencyCorrection

properties:

parameters:

frequency: 9.5

- kind: processing

type: BaselineCorrection

- kind: singleplot

type: SinglePlotter1D

properties:

filename:

- first -dataset.pdf

- second -dataset.pdf

analysis. Usually, we have an idea which tasks we
want to perform on a dataset, and we will even have280

ideas which parameters we would need for the indi-
vidual tasks. All this enters the recipe in a highly
structured and obvious way. While the details of
the individual tasks will be discussed below, the
recipe presented in Listing 1 should be pretty self-285

explanatory (not only) for a spectroscopist used to
dealing with cw-EPR data.

But what about reproducibility? Upon `cooking'
the recipe presented in Listing 1 and serving its
results, a history will be written detailing each in-290

dividual step. For a �rst impression, cf. Listing 2.
As this is a valid recipe in itself, it serves a dual
purpose: (i) it contains all information necessary
to fully reproduce the analysis, including the list
and version of all relevant Python packages and all295

explicit and implicit parameters, and (ii) it can be
used to automatically rerun the analysis.

Providing an extensive user manual is beyond
the scope of a journal article, and the interested
reader is referred to the extensive user and devel-300

oper documentation available online for both, the
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Listing 2: Excerpt of the history automatically written by
serving the example recipe displayed in Listing 1. Notable
are the automatically added blocks at the top containing in-
formation on the time of execution as well as the system used,
including version numbers of all relevant Python packages.
Furthermore, as the baseline correction results in di�erent
coe�cients for each of the two datasets, those are separately
presented for each individual dataset.

info:

start: '2021-11-26T09 :03:52 '

end: '2021-11-26T09 :03:57 '

system_info:

python:

version: "3.7.3 ..."

packages:

aspecd: 0.6.4

jinja2: 3.0.2

matplotlib: 3.4.3

numpy: 1.21.3

scipy: 1.7.1

oyaml: '1.0'

asdf: 2.8.1

bibrecord: 0.1.0

cwepr: 0.2.0

platform: Linux -4.19.0 -18 -...

user:

login: johndoe

format:

type: ASpecD recipe

version: '0.2'

settings:

default_package: cwepr

# ...

datasets:

- /path/to/first/dataset

- /path/to/second/dataset

tasks:

- kind: processing

type: BaselineCorrection

properties:

parameters:

kind: polynomial

order: 0

coefficients:

- -0.06901404916763308

fit_area:

- 10

- 10

axis: 0

apply_to:

- /path/to/first/dataset

- kind: processing

type: BaselineCorrection

properties:

parameters:

kind: polynomial

order: 0

coefficients:

- -0.07042420227050784

fit_area:

# ... remainder same as above

apply_to:

- /path/to/second/dataset

# ...

cwepr package [45] and the ASpecD framework [44]
it is based upon. An overview can be found in the
Supporting Information. For details on how AS-
pecD and derived packages are implemented, see305

Ref. [46]. Here, we brie�y describe the underlying
concepts, and in the next section, we showcase the
capabilites of the package presenting a few real-life
examples of analysing cw-EPR data.

3.1. Data import and supported formats310

Data are represented within the cwepr package
as `datasets', i.e. the unit of (numerical) data and
accompanying metadata. As mentioned above, a
lot of crucial parameters are usually recorded by
the vendor-speci�c software and stored in the re-315

spective data formats. However, some essential in-
formation regularly remains unaccounted for, such
as details regarding the sample, the purpose of the
measurement, and probehead and cooling system
used. In any case, it is the responsibility of the sci-320

entist performing the measurements to record the
missing information during data acquisition, at best
in an electronic format that can be read directly by
the analysis software.
In terms of vendor �le formats, the cwepr Python325

package currently supports the di�erent Bruker �le
formats for the old ESP and EMX spectrometer
series as well as the newer BES3T format. Addi-
tionally, Magnettech XML �les can be read, and as
a last resort, bare text �les (CSV and alike) can330

be imported. The latter, however, usually lack any
metadata. Thanks to the highly modular architec-
ture of the cwepr package, adding importers for ad-
ditional �le formats is simple and straight-forward.
Details can be found in the package documentation335

available online [45]. What is much more relevant
for the user of the package: File formats will be
auto-detected and the respective importer chosen.1

3.2. Data processing

Data processing is a necessary prerequisite for340

data analysis, and therefore separate from the lat-
ter. The di�erence between processing and anal-
ysis in context of the cwepr Python package: Pro-
cessing steps operate on datasets and always return
(modi�ed) datasets, while analysis steps operate on345

datasets and extract information, but may return

1In software engineering terms, a factory pattern [47] is
used here.
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everything from a scalar value to a full (calculated)
dataset, depending on the type of analysis step.
The processing currently available within the

cwepr Python package can be categorised further:350

corrections, simple algebra, normalisation, han-
dling two-dimensional datasets, and working with
multiple datasets (dataset algebra).

3.3. Data analysis

In nearly all cases, data analysis needs to be pre-355

ceded with data processing. While processing steps
can often be automated to a large extend and are
rather generally applicable, data analysis is usually
much more focussed on individual types of measure-
ments and the actual questions at hand.360

Most important, the analysis steps provided by
the cwepr package are generally meant as basic
building blocks to be used in arbitrarily complex
overall analyses, consisting of large lists of process-
ing and analysis steps, usually interspersed with365

plotting steps for graphical feedback. Eventually,
the possibilities are only limited by the user's cre-
ativity and imagination. This is the focus and
power of the cwepr package: freeing the users from
dealing with the implementation details of each in-370

dividual processing and analysis step and allowing
them to creatively combine the di�erent tasks in
a fully transparent manner. For more complicated
and time-consuming tasks, the analysis can even be
run fully unattended.375

3.4. Data representation: plotting

Graphically representing the results of processing
(and analysis) steps is of paramount importance in
data analysis, not only as means of �nally present-
ing the results, but for ensuring that the individual380

tasks performed on the data give sensible results.
Furthermore, given that datasets contain both, (nu-
merical) data as well as accompanying metadata,
correct axes labels can (and will) be created fully
automatically. By using the Matplotlib library [48]385

of the scienti�c Python stack, publication-quality
�gures are readily available.
While the plotters provide sensible defaults, the

appearance of �gures can be controlled in quite
some detail. Furthermore, prede�ned styles can390

be applied. For an example of the capabilities of
styling, though admittedly with limited use in seri-
ous scienti�c publications, cf. Fig. 2. More details
including how to de�ne own styles can be found in
the Matplotlib documentation available online [49].395

Figure 2: Applying prede�ned styles to a graphical represen-
tation. A (not so serious) option provided by the Matplotlib
library is the `xkcd' style named after the famous web comic
created by Randall Munroe (https://xkcd.org/).

3.5. Report generation: accessing information

While plotters are an excellent way to obtain
publication-quality �gures without hassle, and the
recipe history automatically created contains all in-
formation necessary to fully reproduce and replay400

the tasks, there is a lot more of information con-
tained in the datasets and potentially the recipes
as well. The latter is even more true in light of
recipes supporting adding comments to each in-
dividual task, as well as �gure captions to plot-405

ters. Hence, being able to automatically create
well-formatted reports using pre-de�ned templates
opens an entirely new dimension in terms of com-
paring di�erent datasets and work�ows, besides
presenting the results of the research. An example410

of a report presenting all information contained in a
dataset is provided in the Supporting Information.
Automatically generating not only the �gures for

a manuscript or thesis, but as well the captions,
and having them included in the main text, is only415

one possible application. Besides that, generating
reports of (complex) routine processing and analy-
sis work�ows for individual datasets provides means
to easily compare the results. Never underestimate
the power of well-formatted and uniform reports al-420

lowing to focus on the di�erences rather than hav-
ing to �nd the parameters to compare in di�erent
places.

3.6. Data export and supported formats

As most data processing and analysis tasks are425

not too time-consuming and can always be re-
peated starting from the raw data, saving the re-
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sulting processed datasets may not be an imme-
diate need. Nevertheless, for more complex tasks
this may change. Therefore, two particular formats430

for datasets are supported by the cwepr package
by means of the underlying ASpecD framework:
the `Advanced Scienti�c Data Format' (ASDF) [50]
and a format particularly developed for the ASpecD
framework and termed `ASpecD Dataset Format'435

(ADF). Both are fully self-contained, i.e., come
with their own speci�cation, and are thus platform-
independent, relying on well-developed standards.
Furthermore, for a maximum of interoperability,
data can be exported to plain text. Note, however,440

that in this case usually all metadata accompanying
the data will be lost, rendering this a choice of last
resort. As with data import, writing own exporters
is both, straight-forward and simple. Details can be
found in the documentation available online [45].445

After this general overview of the (still grow-
ing) functionality of the cwepr Python package for
analysing cw-EPR data, the next section provides
a series of real-world examples.

4. Examples450

Each of the following examples focusses on a par-
ticular task of processing and analysing cw-EPR
spectra and highlights speci�c aspects of the cwepr
Python package. All examples operate on real data,
although the origin and exact context of these data455

do not matter, hence no details in this regard will
be given. While the recipes presented in this section
are shortened to highlight only the crucial aspects
for clarity, the full working recipes are provided in
the Supporting Information. Further details may460

be found in the growing list of examples in the doc-
umentation of the cwepr Python package available
online [45].

4.1. Compare a series of recorded spectra

A standard situation in cw-EPR spectroscopy is465

to record spectra for a series of samples, usually
with at least one parameter of the sample var-
ied, but with comparable experimental conditions.
Therefore, a quick overview of the data recorded is
the �rst step towards data analysis.470

To have a meaningful comparison of the data ob-
tained for the di�erent samples, a series of standard
processing steps are necessary: baseline correction,
frequency correction, and probably normalisation.
Afterwards, all spectra should be plotted on top475

Listing 3: Key steps of data processing for comparing cw-
EPR spectra recorded for a series of samples under mostly
identical experimental conditions.

- kind: processing

type: BaselineCorrection

- kind: processing

type: FrequencyCorrection

properties:

parameters:

frequency: 9.48

- kind: processing

type: Normalisation

properties:

parameters:

kind: amplitude

- kind: multiplot

type: MultiPlotter1D

Listing 4: Applying a �lter to a series of data for smoothing.
The Savitzky-Golay �lter is particularly useful in this case,
as it does not distort the spectral shape.

- kind: processing

type: Filtering

properties:

parameters:

type: savgol

window_length: 501

order: 5

of each other into one common axis. The crucial
steps are summarised in Listing 3. Normalisation
to amplitude is used here for easier comparison of
di�erences in the line shape. The result of these
steps is displayed in the top panel of Fig. 3.480

Although the data shown here have already
a fairly good signal-to-noise ratio, �ltering (i.e.
smoothing) the data can help with investigating the
rather subtle di�erences in the line shape. There-
fore, in this case, a Savitzky-Golay �lter [51] has485

been applied, cf. Listing 4. Note that the rather
large window applied here (501 points) is due to the
data having been recorded with a spectrometer us-
ing a high sampling rate of the magnetic �eld axis.
While �ltering clearly has its merits, one should490

never present only the �ltered data, but always the
un�ltered data as a comparison, as in Fig. 3.
This is a good example for the need of creating a

�gure that consists of several panels. Even this can
be elegantly done within a recipe by de�ning indi-495

vidual plotters for each of the panels and using a
special plotter (a CompositePlotter) to create the
�nal �gure, calling out to the individual plotters
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Listing 5: Creating a �gure consisting of several panels using
individual plotters and a CompositePlotter. Key is to de�ne
labels for the individual plotters in the result �eld and use
these labels to refer to the plotters in the CompositePlotter.
Grid dimensions and subplot locations are explicitly given in
the latter and are thus entirely �exible.

- kind: multiplot

type: MultiPlotter1D

apply_to:

# List of unfiltered datasets

result: unfiltered

- kind: multiplot

type: MultiPlotter1D

apply_to:

# List of filtered datasets

result: filtered

- kind: compositeplot

type: CompositePlotter

properties:

plotter:

- unfiltered

- filtered

filename: original -vs -filtered.pdf

grid_dimensions: [2,1]

subplot_locations:

- [0, 0, 1, 1]

- [1, 0, 1, 1]

for the individual panels. A stripped-down exam-
ple is given in Listing 5, for the full recipe see the500

Supporting Information.

4.2. Power saturation analysis

As mentioned earlier, one important parameter
to optimise in cw-EPR spectroscopy is the mi-
crowave power, as saturation of the EPR signal505

will result in line broadening. To �nd the opti-
mal microwave power level, one usually performs
a series of measurements with systematically var-
ied power and afterwards plots the cw-EPR sig-
nal amplitude as a function of the square root of510

the microwave power, resulting in a power satura-
tion curve. A linear dependence between these two
quantities is characteristic for non-saturating condi-
tions, whereas deviation from this linearity reveals
the onset of saturation. A recipe containing all515

steps necessary for a full power saturation analysis,
including graphical representation of the results, is
shown in Listing 6.

Here, not only the power saturation curve is plot-
ted, but a linear regression covering the �rst n520

points (here n = 5) as well. The di�erent read-
ing points are represented by asterisks for clarity.

336.0 336.5 337.0 337.5 338.0 338.5 339.0 339.5 340.0
magnetic field / mT
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ns
ity

336.0 336.5 337.0 337.5 338.0 338.5 339.0 339.5 340.0
magnetic field / mT
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te
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ity

Figure 3: Comparing cw-EPR spectra of a series of samples
under comparable experimental conditions. The top panel
shows the baseline and frequency-corrected and amplitude-
normalised data. In the bottom panel, the result of �ltering
is shown. This �ltering allows for a more detailed inves-
tigation of the subtle di�erences. Nevertheless, never only
�ltered data should be presented.

While all this can be readily done using a nor-
mal multiplotter as in the previous example, hav-
ing a second axis with the actual microwave power525

rather than its square root comes in quite handy
when determining the optimal value for further
measurements. This can be done using the spe-
cial PowerSweepAnalysisPlotter. The result of a
slightly more complex plot is shown in Fig. 4.530

4.3. Subtracting a recorded background signal

Background signals originating from tube and/or
probehead are a typical issue of cw-EPR spectra
recorded at low temperature, with overall weak sig-
nals, or a broad magnetic �eld range. Usually,535

the background signal gets recorded separately and
needs to be subtracted from the spectra of the ac-
tual samples. Two aspects make this seemingly
simple operation rather complex. Upon correcting
the spectra for the same microwave frequency, data540

need to be interpolated to a common �eld axis range
and grid. Furthermore, subtracting the background
requires adjusting the intensity of spectra and back-
ground beforehand. The latter can often be done
by normalising over a restricted range of the �eld545
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Listing 6: Complete steps of a power saturation analysis. In
a �rst step, the cw-EPR signal amplitude and square root
of the microwave power are returned as calculated dataset,
afterwards a linear regression performed over the �rst few
points. The results of both are graphically represented to-
gether, using a special plotter adding a second axis with the
actual microwave power values on top.

datasets:

- PowerSweep

tasks:

- kind: processing

type: BaselineCorrection

- kind: singleanalysis

type: AmplitudeVsPower

apply_to:

- PowerSweep

result: power_sweep_analysis

- kind: singleanalysis

type: PolynomialFitOnData

properties:

parameters:

order: 1

points: 5

return_type: dataset

apply_to:

- power_sweep_analysis

result: fit

- kind: multiplot

type: PowerSweepAnalysisPlotter

properties:

properties:

drawings:

- marker: '*'

- color: red

grid:

show: true

axis: both

axes:

title: Overview

ylabel: '$EPR\ amplitude$ '

yticklabels: []

apply_to:

- power_sweep_analysis

- fit

axis. Listing 7 shows an excerpt of the recipe fea-
turing the central steps of the baseline subtraction.
The entire process is demonstrated in Fig. 5.
After baseline subtraction and frequency correc-

tion, spectra are normalised to the same amplitude550

in the range containing the main signal of the back-
ground. Providing the range in axes units (rather
than vector indices) is both, convenient for the user
and simple to retrace. The upper right panel of
Fig. 5 provides a closer look at the results of nor-555

malising. Interpolating all datasets to a common x
axis range and grid requires only two lines in the
recipe. The actual implementation of this step is

0.
0
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1.
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Detailed view

Figure 4: Power saturation curve together with a linear re-
gression covering the �rst �ve data points. The left panel
provides an overview of the entire power saturation measure-
ment, clearly showing the onset of saturation with higher mi-
crowave power. The right panel is a detailed view, allowing
to choose an optimal microwave power level.

Listing 7: Central steps to subtract the background spec-
trum: normalisation to the characteristic background signal
at around 365 mT, interpolating to a common axis, and ac-
tual subtraction.

- kind: processing

type: Normalisation

properties:

parameters:

kind: amplitude

range: [357, 375] # in mT

range_unit: axis

- kind: multiprocessing

type: CommonRangeExtraction

- kind: processing

type: DatasetAlgebra

properties:

parameters:

kind: minus

dataset: background

apply_to:

- compound1

- compound2

- compound3

necessarily much more verbose. Subtracting the
scaled background is again straight-forward. The560

result is shown in the lower right panel of Fig. 5. A
subsequent normalisation to the amplitude without
de�ning a speci�c range normalises all spectra to
their largest or overall signal (Fig. 5, bottom left).

To keep the overview of all steps performed on a565

single dataset, a report can be automatically gener-
ated, cf. Listing 8. Here, a LATEX template is used
that comes bundled with the cwepr package. The

9



Figure 5: Steps to subtract a recorded background spectrum (red) from data. After a baseline and frequency correction (top
left), all spectra are normalised to the same signi�cant peak of the background (top right). Then, the background can be
subtracted, resulting in the spectra shown in the bottom right panel. The �nal data are presented in the lower left panel.

report contains details of all tasks performed on the
dataset, including comments and �gure captions as570

well as all metadata contained in the dataset. Fur-
thermore, a list of all packages and their versions for
full reproducibility is included. The PDF version of
the generated report as well as the full recipe are
provided in the Supporting Information.575

4.4. Represent angular-dependent measurements

The representation of an angular-dependent mea-
surement (goniometer sweep) in the form shown in
Fig 6 is extremely easy. Therefore, the whole recipe
is presented in Listing 9. This representation may580

serve for both, a quick overview over the data after
measuring and as a representation in a publication
so that others can quickly verify the integrity of the
data as well.
The two panels top left and right represent the585

complete 2D pattern, though in di�erent ways.
Both types of plots emphasize distinct aspects of
the spectra: The form of each single slice is much

Listing 8: Creating a well-formatted report (as a PDF doc-
ument) containing all steps that have been performed on a
dataset, as well as its metadata. For the actual report, see
the SI.

- kind: report

type: LaTeXReporter

properties:

template: dataset.tex

filename:

- report_compound1.tex

compile: true

apply_to:

- compound1

more evident in the right panel whereas the change
in the amplitude and the symmetry of the pattern590

come out better in the top left panel.

To quickly check the quality of the measurement
the bottom left panel shows a direct comparison of
the two slices extracted for angles of 0° and 180°,

10



Listing 9: Whole recipe to plot the overview representation
for an angular-dependent measurement.

format:

type: ASpecD recipe

version: '0.2'

settings:

default_package: cwepr

datasets:

- RotationPattern -01

tasks:

- kind: processing

type: BaselineCorrection

- kind: singleplot

type: GoniometerSweepPlotter

properties:

properties:

figure:

dpi: 300

axes:

xlim: [349, 353]

Figure 6: Di�erent representations of a goniometer sweep:
The panels top left and right represent the complete 2D sur-
face each o�ering di�erent insights into the spectra. The
panel bottom left overlays the 0° and 180° spectra as a san-
ity check for angular mismatch, as those spectra should be
the same.

respectively. These spectra should look the same595

due to the same relative orientation to the external
magnetic �eld, as the interactions do not depend
on its polarity.

4.5. Comparison of data recorded at X and Q band

EPR data usually consist of more or less well-600

resolved lines originating in part from both, g
anisotropy and hyper�ne interactions. Recording
spectra for the same sample at di�erent microwave
frequency bands is probably the most straight-
forward way to discrimiate between hyper�ne in-605

teraction and g anisotropy. However, meaningfully

1.9992.0002.0012.0022.0032.0042.0052.0062.007
g value

in
te

ns
ity

Q-band
X-band

Figure 7: Comparing cw-EPR spectra of the same sample
recorded at X and Q band. The splitting seen at Q band
most probably originates from better resolved g anisotropy.
In those cases, only conversion of the magnetic �eld axis to
a g axis allows for directly comparing the spectra obtained
at di�erent �elds and frequencies.

comparing the spectra recorded at these di�erent
magnetic �elds and microwave frequencies usually
requires to convert the magnetic �eld axis to a g
axis.610

Furthermore, let us assume that both spectrome-
ters used, here operating at X and Q-band frequen-
cies and �elds, are not calibrated with respect to
their external magnetic �eld, hence in both cases, a
�eld standard with known g value has been recorded615

in addition to the sample of interest.
For both pairs of spectra, sample of interest and

�eld standard, one needs to correct for a common
frequency and apply a �eld calibration. Afterwards,
the magnetic �eld axis can be converted to a g axis620

and the results plotted together in one axis. The
crucial steps of the recipe are presented in List-
ing 10. For a complete recipe, see the Supporting
Information. The results of the plot are shown in
Fig. 7. To highlight a few aspects: Field correc-625

tion is a two-step process consisting of an analy-
sis step (FieldCalibration) and a processing step
(FieldCorrection). The analysis step obtains a
�eld o�set value by comparing the measured mag-
netic �eld position of the spectral line with the value630

theoretically expected from its known g value.

4.6. Outlook: frontend for recipes

Although the YAML �le format is particularly
simple to write by hand, the mere number of op-
tions that can be set for certain tasks (in particular635

plotting tasks) can be daunting. Furthermore, a
tool helping with automatically creating a recipe
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Listing 10: Key steps of data processing for comparing cw-
EPR spectra of the same sample recorded at X and Q band.
Note that �eld correction is a two-step process and that the
result of the FieldCalibration step (field-offset-X) is fed
into the FieldCorrection step.

- kind: processing

type: FrequencyCorrection

properties:

parameters:

frequency: 9.5

apply_to:

- Sample -X

- LiLiF -X

- kind: singleanalysis

type: FieldCalibration

properties:

parameters:

standard: LiLiF

apply_to:

- LiLiF -X

result: field -offset -X

- kind: processing

type: FieldCorrection

properties:

parameters:

offset: field -offset -X

apply_to:

- Sample -X

### Repeat for sample recorded at Q band

- kind: processing

type: GAxisCreation

apply_to:

- Sample -X

- Sample -Q

- kind: multiplot

type: MultiPlotter1DStacked

properties:

filename: x-q-comparison.pdf

apply_to:

- Sample -Q

- Sample -X

from its building blocks dramatically reduces the
chance of introducing errors. To this end, we are
currently developing a web frontend running locally640

and built using the Python Flask web framework.
A few details and a preview of a working prototype
are given in the Supporting Information.

5. Conclusions

In summary, we have presented an open-source645

Python software package for the fully reproducible
processing and analysis of cw-EPR data designed
with a focus on usability. By using the cwepr pack-
age, scientists can focus on the analysis itself, lib-
erated from caring both, about the intricate details650

of the implementation of each individual process-
ing and analysis step as well as reproducibility of
the results. Furthermore, no programming skills
are required for using the package, while thanks
to the modular nature and extensive documenta-655

tion those with programming skills will �nd it easy
to further extend the package. Due to its open-
source nature, the cwepr Python package welcomes
contributions from the community. Further details
can be found in the documentation available online.660

Taken together, we envision the use of tools such as
the cwepr Python package to change both, the way
data will be analysed in spectroscopy and the ap-
proach taken towards fully reproducible research.

Supporting Information665

Comments on reproducibility of scienti�c results;
details of the info �le format for storing metadata;
overview of the cwepr package; details of how to
extend the cwepr package; full recipes from the ex-
ample section; PDF output of a report generated670

on a dataset; details of the graphical frontend for
recipes currently in development.
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